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6. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper “ring” means “alternative ring”. We continue the 
numbering, in both text and references, from Part I [16], and unattributed 
references will be to that paper. 
Let us say a prime or weakly prime ring R is exceptional provided R is 
neither associative nor a Cayley-Dickson (CD) ring. In Part I we showed that 
if R is exceptional then 3R = (0). In this paper we attack, but do not resolve, 
the problem of whether exeeptional rings exist. The methods are quite 
different from those of Part I, and require no restrictions on characteristic. 
In Section 7 we give “localization” results on ideals and right ideals of 
prime and weakly prime rings of exactly the same type as the results for 
semiprime rings given in Section 4 of [IO]. In Section 8 we use these results 
to show that if some exceptional weakly prime ring exists, then there exists an 
exceptional prime ring having a collection of properties which, taken together, 
seem rather bizarre. However, I am not able to prove them contradictory. 
Finally, we give examples to show that if some exceptional ring exists, then 
the restrictions on characteristic imposed in most of the results of Part I are 
not excessive. 
7. IDEALS IN PRIME RINGS 
(7.1) Let A be a right ideal of R. We recall from Section 3 the definitions 
of the notions “R is A-semiprime” and “R is A-purely alternative”. We may 
similarly localize the property of primeness to A: 
DEFINITION (7.2). R is A-prime provided any of the following (equivalent) 
conditions is satisfied: 
(7.2) For P, Q right ideals of R, PQ = (0) implies P n A = (0) or 
Q n A = (0). 
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(7.2’) For P, Q right ideals of K with P C A; Q C A; PQ = (0) implies 
P = (0) or Q = (0). 
(7.2”) For P, Q right ideals of R, PQ n A = (0) implies P n A = (0) 
or Q n A = (0). 
LEMMA (7.3). Suppose c is n right ideal of R, and R is C-prime. Then 
either C C C’(R) or C is semiprime and has no proper associative rigkt or left 
ideals. 
Proof. From D(R) * U(R) :~~ (0), we deduce D n C = (0) or U n C == (0). 
If D n C = (0), then from (C, R, R) i_c D n C we deduce CC K(R), 
whence C C U(R) (see [lo], 6.4). Otherwise R is C-purely alternative. 
Clearly also R is C-semiprime. So by (3.2d) C is semiprime and purely 
alternative. If I’ is an associative right or left idea1 of C, (3.2a) now yields 
1. = N(V) c N(C), so v c C’(C) = (0). 
PROPOSITION (7.4). Suppose C is a tzuo-sided ideal of R. Then R is C-prime 
if and only if 
(7.5) zuheneaer P, Q are ideals of R such that PQ = (0), then P n C :-- (0) 
or Q n C = (0). 
Just as in (7.2), there are conditions (7.5’) and (7.5”) equivalent to (‘7.9, 
and parallel to (7.2’) and (7.2”), respectively. 
Proof. We will use (7.5’) to prove (7.2’), the converse being trivial. 
Suppose first C C U(R). Then P’ = CP and Q’ = CQ are ideals of R 
contained in C. But P’Q’ = CP . CQ = C . (PC)Q C C. PQ = (0). Condi- 
tion (7.5’) now yields that, say, CP =: (0). If P, is the right annihilator of C 
in C, then P,, is an ideal of R, and CP, -: (0) with P,, c C imply P,, == (0). 
Hence P C P0 =z (0). 
Suppose next C g U(R). Then the argument of (7.3) shows that C is 
semiprime and purely alternative. So by (6.7) P and Q, if not (0) contain 
nonzero ideals PO, Q,, of R. But then P,,Q,, C PQ = (0) contradicts (7.5’). 
The effect of this result is to show that the definition of A-primeness 
amounts to the natural definition even when A = C is two-sided. Compare 
the exactly similar results for C-semiprimeness and C-pure alternatively in 
[IO], (3.2) and (6.4). 
~OROLLAKT (7.6). R is prime if and only if R is R-prime. 
That is, if R is prime and P, Q are nonzero right ideals of R, then PQ$ (0). 
It is easy to see, more generally, that if P is a nonzero right ideal of R 
and Py =~: (0) for 4 E R, then q = 0. 
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THEOREM G. Suppose C is an ideal of R. Then C is prime (us a ring) ;f 
and only if R is C-prime. 
compare [IO], Theorem C. 
P~ooj. The condition is necessary by (7.6). \Ve prove it sufficient. 
Let .-l be any nonzero ideal of C, and set a4, =- {r E C: dc = (0)); 
<4? (r t C: CA = (0)). Then -4, is an ideal of C, and (>4 n A,)2 = (0). 
By (3.2~) C is semiprime, so A n A, = (0). This yields A,. i= A,, and 
similarly A,, C A,. So in future we write B for A,. -?,> . The proof will 
be completed by showing that B = (0). 
Given r E R, c E C, a E 9, b E B, we have, in the notation of [IO], Section 2, 
.fk, c, a, b) -- ((r, c), a, b) $- (Y, c, (a, b)) 7 0. Thus, (YC, a, b) = 
C(Y, a, b) + (c, a, b)~, whence C(Y, a, b) = 0. So C(r, a, b) = (0), and since C 
is semiprime we conclude that (Y, a, b) == 0. Next, rb . a = r . ba -I- (Y, b, a) :; 0, 
so that vh t z4c, = B, and a . br -~ ab . Y ~~~ (a, b, Y) 7 0, so that br E A,. == B. 
Thus B is an ideal of R. 
But now if P -- {p E C: Bp = (0)), then P is an ideal of R; P C C, and 
BP (0). Also (0) f A C P. So by C primeness we conclude that B : (0), 
as required. 
(7.7). -1s in the case of semiprimeness, it is not true, in general, that if R 
is C-prime, then C is prime when C is merely a right ideal of R. However, 
again as for semiprimeness, the result holds if R is also C-purely alternative. 
In view of (7.3), this condition is satisfied if C $ U(R). For completeness 
we give a (well-known) condition under which the conclusion holds even 
when C C: I’(R). 
THEOREM G’. Let C be a right ideal of R. Then either of the following is 
a suficient condition that the ring C be prime: 
(a) C e U(R) and R is C-prime; 
(b) C C U(R), R is C-prime, and C has no total left zero-divisors. 
Proof. (a). Let P, Q be nonzero ideals of C; we must show that PQ f (0). 
Let PC, , Q, be the ideals of C generated by (P, P, C) and (Q, Q, C), respec- 
tively. Then P, rf (0) f Q,, by (7.3). Similarly, let C, be the ideal of R 
generated by (C, C, R); then P,, -+ Q, C C, . Since also C,, $ C, R is 
C,,-prime, so C,, is prime by Theorem G. Hence (0) f P,,Q,, C PQ by (6.7). 
Thus PQ f (0), as required. 
(b). Suppose A, R are ideals of C such that AB (0). Then AC, BC 
are right ideals of R, and ,4C. BC C AB = (0). Since AC C C; BC C C, we 
conclude by C-primeness that, say, AC = (0). The third condition then 
yields .g : (0). 
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Note (7.8). Th e condition of C-primeness in both halves of the theorem 
is needed in view of (7.6). The extra condition in part (b) is also needed. 
For example, let R be the algebra of n x n matrices over a field (n ;, 1), 
and consider any proper right ideal C of R. 
(7.9). W7e conclude this section by considering the corresponding 
“localization” theorems for the property of weak primeness (see Section 2). 
DEFINITION (7.10). Let A be a right ideal of R. We say that R is A-weakly 
prime provided 
(iA) R is A-semiprime; 
(iiA) R is A-purely alternative; 
(iii,) R is A-torsion-free. 
The first two of these conditions are defined in Section 3. The third will 
mean: If 0 f x E -4 n Z(R) and 0 f a E A, then 0 f xa. (A different 
definition of (iii,) is implied in Theorem B, but we will not use it in this 
paper.) 
If B (1 A are right ideals of R, then A-weak primeness implies B-weak 
primeness, just as A-primeness implies B-primeness. 
THEOREM H. Let A be an ideal of R. Then A is weakly prime if and only if 
R is A-weakly prime. 
Proof, Necessity follows easily from [lo], (3.2) and (6.4). We prove 
sufficiency. Conditions (iA) and (iiA) imply that A satisfies (i) and (ii), by 
(3.2d). By (3.2b) Z(A) = A n Z(R), and (iii,) now clearly yields that A 
satisfies (iii) as well. 
I do not know whether Theorem H holds when A is merely a right ideal 
of R. We give a partial result. 
THEOREM H’. Suppose A is a right ideal of R and R is A-weakly prime. 
Suppose further A + RA contains no total right zero-divisor in N(R). Then 
the ring ,-1 is weakly prime. 
Proof. (Here B = A + RA is the ideal of R generated by A. The last 
condition means: Bn = (0) and n E B n IV(R) implies n = 0). By the argu- 
ment of Theorem H, it is enough to show that Z(A) = A n Z(R). Suppose 
then z E Z(A) is given. Then z E Z(A) _C N(A) _C N(R) by (3.2a). Now let 
a E A, Y E R be given. Then 0 = (z, a~) = a(,~, 7) + (z, a)r = a(z, Y). Thus 
An = (0), where n = (z, r) E N(R) by [lo], (2.4). Since n E N(R), we have 
also RA . n = (0). Thus Bn = (0), and clearly n E B. Our condition yields 
n = 0, so z E Z(R), as required. 
4Wr5/2-7 
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COROLLARY (7.11). If R is weak@ prime, then so is any right or left ideal A 
of R, and Z(A) = A n Z(R). 
8. EXCEPTIONAL KING> 
THEOREM J. Suppose there exists a weakly prime ring which is not a CD 
ring OY (0). Then there exists a ring S having the following properties: 
(4 S+(O); 
(b) 3S = (0); 
(c) N(S) = (0); 
(d) S satis$es a plynomial identity p over Js , where p is not implied by 
associativity; 
(e) S is Zocally nilpotent; 
(f) S is prime; 
(8) S has no minimal right OY left ideals; 
(h) there exists 0 # a E S such that a2 = 0 and aSa = (0); 
(j) properties (a)-(j) are inherited by any right OY left ideal A f (0) of S. 
PYOO~. We are given an exceptional weakly prime ring R, so that R 
satisfies (a), and, by Theorem A, R satisfies (b). We now successtvely construct 
new rings satisfying more of the listed conditions. 
If N(R) = (0), we already have (c). If not, then by (3.2g) Z(R) == N(R) + 
(0) and we can form the algebra R’ = R 13~ Z’ over the field 2’. R’ is 
weakly prime by (2.7). If R’ is simple, then R’ is a CD algebra by (3.2h), 
whence R is a CD ring, contrary to hypothesis. So let B be any proper ideal 
of R’. B is weakly prime by (7.1 I). If N(B) f (0) we can find 0 f 01 E Ai(B) T= 
Z(B) == B n Z(R’) by (3.2g) and (3.2b). But then B = Ii’, contrary to 
hypothesis. So we now have a weakly prime ring B satisfying (a)-(c). 
Next, it is known ([12], (4)) that, f or all b, c E B, (bc - cb)4 E N(B) = (0). 
\Ve conclude that B satisfies the p.i. p(s, y) = (xy - YX)~ over the Galois 
field Ja [since 3B := (0)], and certainly p is not a consequence of associativity. 
So B satisfies (a)-(d). 
It now follows by [5], Corollary to (4.1), that the nil elements of B form 
an ideal T of B. We show that T f (0). If T = (0), then B has no nil ele- 
ments, whence from (bc - cb)4 = 0 we deduce that B is commutative. Now 
in any ring we have the identity (a3, 6, c) = a? + ata + ta2, where t :== 
(a, b, c). In B this yields (a3, 6, c) =- 3a2t = 0, so a3 E N(B) = (0). Since 
T 1.. (0) we deduce a = 0, so B = (0), contradicting (a). 
So we now have a nil ring T satisfying (a), (b), and (d). Since B is weakly 
prime, its ideal T is weakly prime by Theorem H. In particular, T is semi- 
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prime, so it has zero Baer “upper” radical. But in any ring this radical is the 
intersection of the prime ideals ([l I], Th eorem 1.1). Thus, given any nonzero 
ideal D of T, we can find a prime ideal P of T such that P 2 D. Since T is 
purely alternative and nonzero, we may choose D = D(T), the associator 
ideal of T. Now set S = T - P. Then S is not associative, since D(S) iz 
D - (D n P) f (0). We now show that S has all the required properties. 
Clearly, S satisfies (a), (b), (d), and (f). Since S is prime but not associative, 
N(S) = Z(S) by (3.2g), and since S is nil but semiprime, Z(S) = (0). So S 
satisfies (c). Since S is nil, is free of 2-torsion, and satisfies an “admissible” 
p.i., by a result essentially due to Shirshov (see [14]), S satisfies (e). 
Now let A be a minimal right or left ideal of S. Since S is semiprime and 
purely alternative, il is a CD algebra ([15], Theorem C). This contradicts 
the fact that S is nil. So S satisfies (g). Since S satisfies (a) and (c), it follows 
from [12], Lemma 2, that S satisfies (h). 
Finally, let A be any nonzero right or left ideal of S. Clearly, A inherits (a), 
(b), (d), and (f) by Theorem G’(a). Also, d is nil, and A is not associative by 
(3.2a). By the argument used above for S, ./z thus satisfies all of (a)-(h). And, 
hence, also (j). 
COROLLARY (8.2). -411 weakly prime riqs are prime if and only if there 
are no exceptional prime rings. 
Proof. Let R be any weakly prime ring. If it is not prime, then, in particu- 
lar, it is not a CD ring, and thus is exceptional. But then by Theorem J 
there exists an exceptional prime ring. Conversely, suppose there exists an 
exceptional prime (or even weakly prime) ring. Then there exists a ring S 
having the properties listed in Theorem J. But now S &’ S is weakly prime 
but not prime. 
YVote (8.3). It is natural to wonder whether we can require S in Theorem J 
to have no maximal right or left ideals. This question seems difficult. How- 
ever, there is something we can say if it is impossible to require S in Theorem 
J to satisfy 
(m) S has no maximal ideals. 
In this case, let MO = S, as in Theorem J. Define a descending chain {iW#} 
of subrings of S as follows: Ma.+r is a maximal ideal of il& , and if y is a 
limit ordinal, then MY = n (~lf~: ,!3 < y). By our hypothesis we can define 
i%&+r provided iI&, f (0), since properties (b)-(h) are inherited by the suc- 
cessive lU”s. It follows that n {M,, : all r) = (0). Also, for each ,!3 such that 
MB f (0), the factor MBx = MO - MB+, is a locally nilpotent ring without 
proper ideals; hence, by [14], Theorem B, a zero ring. This implies that 
(MB*, +) has no proper subgroups, and so is isomorphic to Z, , the zero ring 
of cardinal 3. 
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In other words, if it is impossible to add (m) to the list of conditions in 
Theorem J, then any ring S as in Theorem J has a descending composition 
series with factors all isomorphic to 5. (It is not clear to me that such a 
situation could not occur.) 
Xote (8.4). Unless there are no exceptional prime rings whatever, 
it is by no means true that esev)’ exceptional prime ring satisfies the condi- 
tions of Theorem J. Thus, if S does satisfy these conditions, then the 
ring T m: S +~ Js . 1, obtained by- adjoining a unity to S in the usual way, 
is exceptional prime, but does not satisfy (c) or (e). 
(8.5). On the assumption that there exists some exceptional weakly 
prime ring, we now verify that the restrictions on characteristic imposed in 
the results of Sections 3 and 4 are not escessive. 
If we exclude nonzero associative rings, then it is clear that the following 
conditions on R are listed in decreasing order of strength: 
(a) R f (0) and is free of 3-torsion; 
(13) D(R) +F (0) and is free of 3-torsion; 
(y) 3n + (0); equivalently 3R $ ‘V(R); 
(6) 3R f (0); 
(c) R f (0). 
By Theorem J we choose an exceptional prime ring S having the properties 
listed there. Let C be a CD algebra over a field F of char. f 3. Let V be a 
semiprime associative ring such that 3k’ + (0) but Z(V) = (0) (e.g., the 
ring of finitely nonzero infinite matrices over F). 
For Theorem A the example R S shows that we cannot replace (6) 
by (6). Similarly, we cannot drop the assumption char. F f 3 in (4.3), in 
view of the example R = S + jzI . 1. 
Next, we consider (3.6). For the conclusion to hold, we must clearly at 
least exclude nonzero associative rings. Granted this, we now examine 
whether (y) can be relaxed to (6) or (c). The conclusion (a) ---t (R is CD) 
fails if we replace (y) by (S). Thus, let 1’ be a simple associative ring with 
3P f (0); Z(P) = (0); P free of O-divisors. Such rings P exist by [13], 
Section 2. Then R = S g, P satisfies (a) and (S), but is not a CD ring. 
For (b) -+ (R is CD) we can weaken (y) to (E). Condition (c) is meaningless 
in the absence of (b). Conditions (d), (e), and (f) each imply primeness, so 
we can replace (y) by (6) in view of Theorem A. For (d) and (e) we cannot 
replace (y) by (E) in view of Theorem J (h). I do not know whether (c) is 
enough for (f) - R is CD. 
Next, we consider (3.7): if R is weakly prime and satisfies (S), then K 
satisfies the conclusions of (3.5). \V ‘e may replace (6) by a vacuous hypothesis 
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for the conclusion (a), in view of (7.11). For (b), (d), (e), and (f) we cannot 
replace (6) by (E), in view of R = S, @ S, @ S3; A = S, @ S, , where 
Si ‘v S. Conclusion (c) is meaningless in the absence of (a) and (b), but is 
automatic if they hold. For if 0 f (y. E A n Z(R), then 1 = 01 @ a-l t: A’; 
so by an obvious induction A' = A,' = R'. 
For Theorems B, and B the example R = S @ V shows that we cannot 
relax (y) to (6). Note that Z(R) = (0). If R satisfies the conditions of Theorem 
B, with (6) in place of(y), and Z(R) is not zero, then R is a CD ring or associa- 
tive. It is enough to prove (y). Suppose then 30 = (0), and choose 0 f 
a: E Z(R). Then (0) = 01 * 30 = 3a . D, and if D f (0), we deduce 3n =~ 0, 
whence (0) = 301. R = 01 .3R, and 3R = (0), contradicting (6). Similarly, 
we can replace (y) by (6) in Theorem B if we assume Z(D) f (0). The assump- 
tion Z(R) f (0) is too weak here: consider R = S OF. 
For Theorems C and D and E we cannot relax (/3) to (y). For if R = S (3 C, 
then R satisfies (i), (ii), (iii’), and (y), but R is not a CD ring or associative 
or an extension of a CD ring by an associative ring. 
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